
Activity n°

Participating 

organisations 

Start date End date

Activity 

duration 

(excluding 

travel days)

Travel 

days

13/08/2019 20/08/2019 8 2

Timetable

AM

7:00-9:45

10:00-10:10

Non-formal and informal learning methods used 

Activity Programme

Duration

Country

Turkey

Activities 

City/Town

Bursa

DAY 1-12.08.2019 Travel day

Venue

ACTIVITY PROGRAMME FOR A YOUTH EXCHANGE

A2

Young Folks, ULUDAG UNIVERSITESI ,SAL FUERA ELX,  Erasmus Student Network Thessaloniki, EVROPSKE 

CENTRUM MLADEZE BRECLAV EUROPEAN YOUTH CENTRE BRECLAV Z. S.

Every morning

Every morning to wake up an energiser. Morning workout!Morning energiser (Latvia)

Participants arrival

Getting to know each other

DAY 2--13.08.2019 

Breakfast



10:00 -11:30 

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:30 

13:30 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:30

16:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 18:00

18:00 - 19:00

19:00 - 20:00

Turkey team will hold training on uniting participants. This will strengthen 

the good relations, and the participants will learn more about each other. 

We will use different games such as Collaborative Drawing, Who Am I?, 

Facebook account of paper etc.

Introduction (Latvia) Hotel

1. Introduction participants to the project, non-formal education, about 

Youthpass and Erasmus + program(What is Youthpass, Competences, 

how to get the Youthpass)                                                            2. 

Introduction to the project goals and objectives. 3.Notebook for 

participants (each participant will get the notebook, to get the opportunity 

to write gained competences every day+ for youthpass) 4. We will 

introduce concept of the final product of this project ,what we will be 

posted there, who will be responsible for fulfilling. 5.Abot editors every day 

(group that contains  5 persons from each country - LV, 

TUR,ESP,CZE,GR - editors, photographers,writers)

Coffee break 

1. Find out the expectations and fears of the participants. Activity will 

involve each participant. We will create common white board which will be 

accessable during whole exchange. Together with participants we will 

draw up the general rules in order to make procees and work sessions 

appropriate for participants. (Group work)

Lunch

 Team building. Getting to know each 

other better. (Turkey+ Latvia) Hotel

Free time Time to prepare for welcome party

Project expectations and fears.(Spain)                                                                                                                        

Compilation of rules (youth exchange 

rules) (Czech Republic)

Coffee break 

"Secret friend" and preparation to a 

welcome party

In order to bulid friendly enviroment we will launch "Secret friend" game. It 

will help youngster to become kinder and be creative. Each team receives 

a form / rule for presenting the team and is preparing for the welcome 

party.

Dinner + daily diary+learning agenda

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page)+ In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)



20:00

7:00-9:45

10:00-10.10

10:00-11:30 

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:30 

13:30 - 15:00 

Spain team will hold training on uniting participants. This will strengthen 

the good relations, and the participants will learn more about each other. 

We will use different games 

During breakfast-  group feedback.Teams with leaders summarise the 

day. To follow young people wellbeing and group dynamic, to evaluate the 

day and recognise learning moments. Everyone has space to express 

himself what is especially encouraged by reflection in small national teams 

. This will help participants to be more aware of the work done and impact 

of their experience.+Learning agenda filling (youthpass)

Young people run an energiser. 

discussion of the next day.

Participants will seperate for 6 person, and making a theatre etudes. We 

will give for participants 9 topic. First level: 1) stranger in town 2) Day in 

planet with non-existent language 3) Intercultural evening Second level: 1) 

Very quet party 2) First meeting of lenguage speakers 3) New country 

building Third level: 1) No-words 2) No language 3) No communicative. 

For every level preparation participant will have 15 min, and 5 min for 

presentation of every topic, we will mix all teams after every level. This 

activity will develop communication in foreign language, it will teach 

participant how to understand each other with no-words, how to speak with 

body, and it is really interesting, than you must to convey the message by 

all possible means.

Performance / presentation of each team. Leading leaders. Separate 

performance from the leaders. One big game for acquaintance.

Theatre etudes (Latvia)

Lunch

Welcome party

Morning energiser (Czech Republic)

Team building (Spain)

Coffee break 

Breakfast

DAY 3--14.08.2019 Mother tongue and foreign language day

Leadership (leaders) 



11:30 - 12:00

15:00 - 16:30

19:00 - 20:00

20:00 - 22:00

7:00-9:45

 discussion of the next day.

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page)+ In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)

Each participant will receive the name of the person whom he will need to 

show in a funny way, so that everyone can guess who it is. On preparation 

we will give 20 minutes, in this time participants will be able follow each 

other and to notice what the habits, imagine how they will show person, 

and importantly devise situation in which will be participant (the main idea) 

in short sketch. After, we all show, it will take 30 minutes. After that, we will 

split again in the national groups, and they will have to come up with a 

common "parody" of another country. It will take 20 minutes of preparation 

and 15 minutes to show. This will develop creativity and imagination in the 

participants, and such a task will be able to improve the overall mood of 

the project.

Leadership (leaders) 

Dinner + daily diary+learning agenda

Coffee break 

Theatre

Participants will present their country, exchange information about national 

habits and traditions, will be able to improve the cultural awareness. 

Participants will organise the intercultural evenings, show nice places in 

their country, cook  the national food. We will learn about participants’ 

cultures and countries, meet with each other’s backgrounds, to set up 

stronger relationship. Youth make preparations at home to be ready to 

show their culture and backgrounds, evening is also organised 

independently by youth.Czech Republic cultural evening

DAY 4--15.08.2019 -Mathematical, scientific and technological competence

Breakfast

During breakfast-  group feedback.Teams with leaders summarise the 

day. To follow young people wellbeing and group dynamic, to evaluate the 

day and recognise learning moments. Everyone has space to express 

himself what is especially encouraged by reflection in small national teams 

.This will help participants to be more aware of the work done and impact 

of their experience.+Learning agenda filling (youthpass)



10:00 -10:10

10:00 -11:30 

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:30 

13:30 - 14:30 

14:30 - 19:00 

19:00 - 20:00

20:00 - 22:00

Dinner + daily diary+learning agenda

Morning energiser (Greece) Young people run an energiser. 

Coffee break 

Lunch

Quest in the city (Turkey) 

Participants will visit city(Goruckle). Quest includes tasks, such as 

communicate with local people and find some cultural heritage .Develop 

logical thinking to complete the quest. It’s amazing opportunity to work in 

group, to get each now better.

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page)+ In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)

Turkish cultural evening 

Participants will present their country, exchange information about national 

habits and traditions, will be able to improve the cultural awareness. 

Participants will organise the intercultural evenings, show nice places in 

their country, cook  the national food. We will learn about participants’ 

cultures and countries, meet with each other’s backgrounds, to set up 

stronger relationship. Youth make preparations at home to be ready to 

show their culture and backgrounds, evening is also organised 

independently by youth.

Debetes (LV )

The ability to apply logical thinking in solving daily problems. We will speak 

on current topics of human rights and consider different points of 

view."Technological progress has changed our lives for the worse"."High 

school students should have the right to choose their own curriculum."

Critical thinking (LV)

Participants will have an idea and theoretical knowledge about critical 

thinking. What is it and what it is used for.

After they will do different practical tasks in mixed groups using the 

knowledge they got to solve problem situations given to them. 

During this task participants will practice their mind searching for an 

answer in extraordinary situations, as well as work in a group 

communicating with people with different culture(intercultural dialogue).



7:00-9:45

10:00 -10:10

10:00 -11:30 

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:30 

13:30 - 15:00 

• To experience real conflicts that can arise in meeting the needs of 

diverse communities

• To explore the right to freedom of religion and belief

• To develop skills of debate and analysis

To widen awareness about the media and their approach to human rights 

issues

• To develop the skills to communicate and work co-operatively

• To cultivate a sense of responsibility and a commitment to social change

 Believers(Turkey)

Lunch

Leadership (leaders) discussion of the next day.

A Mosque in Sleepyville (Turkey)

Coffee break

During breakfast-  group feedback.Teams with leaders summarise the 

day. To follow young people wellbeing and group dynamic, to evaluate the 

day and recognise learning moments. Everyone has space to express 

himself what is especially encouraged by reflection in small national teams 

.This will help participants to be more aware of the work done and impact 

of their experience.+Learning agenda filling (youthpass)Breakfast

DAY 5--16.08.2019 -Digital competence Day to uni

Young people run an energiser. Morning energiser (Spain) 



15:00 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:30

19:00 - 20:00

20:00 - 21:00 

7:00-9:45

Analysis of reflections, discussion of the next day.

During breakfast-  group feedback.Teams with leaders summarise the 

day. To follow young people wellbeing and group dynamic, to evaluate the 

day and recognise learning moments. Everyone has space to express 

himself what is especially encouraged by reflection in small national teams 

.This will help participants to be more aware of the work done and impact 

of their experience.+Learning agenda filling (youthpass)

Group work!1. Task: to make express prezentation about person next to 

you. 2. Task:- group will chose one type of magazine (beauty, politics, 

financial) and try to write about actual events. Results will be published on 

Facebook page. We will try our hand at journalism:

- We will speak and practice the following skills:

Skills of multimedia storytelling. The ability to create a video and 

processing pictures, the ability to write for web sites.

Ability to use data and statistics in texts. Ability to collect, edit, analyze 

data 

Skills of work with audience , such as managing online communities, 

interpreting data on audience behavior, crowdsourcing information.

Basics of programming. Knowledge of how to create intuitive, appealing to 

a web audience of the page.

Knowledge in the field of media business. Journalists can help news 

organizations generate revenue without compromising journalistic ethics, a 

skill that is more important today than ever.

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page)+ In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)

Breakfast

Leadership (leaders) 

DAY 6--17.08.2019 -Digital competence

Journalism (Latvia)

Coffee break 

Dinner + daily diary+learning agenda

Greece Cultural Evening

Work on final product



10:00 -10:10

10:00 -11:30 

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:30 

13:30 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:30 

16:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 19:00

19:00 - 20:00

20:00

7:00-9:45

10:00 -10:10

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page)+ In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)

discussion of the next day.

First of all, this opportunity for participants , to a little bit rest from project 

blocks an change their location. Morefore , this is a crucial day of the 

project, when there are a lot of emotions from the project. And from our 

experience we know that we need to give free time. Because it is already 5 

days together and to avoid conflicts it is necessary to change activity, 

slightly to give free space. The task for the day is not only to visit the 

beautiful city and get acquainted with the architecture and traditions, but 

also to make a video.

There will be a division into teams, where there will be one Turkish leader 

in the team, who will help and guide and will be for communication and 

security and one person from each country.

So there will be several groups and they will shoot a video about how they 

spent the day in the historic capital and share at the bollywood evening. + 

One topic that they will need to include to show (they will be selected for 

the day)

Excurision to Istanbul (Turkey) bus check!!!!! Cafe!!!

During breakfast- group feedback.Teams with leaders summarise the day. 

To follow young people wellbeing and group dynamic, to evaluate the day 

and recognise learning moments. Everyone has space to express himself 

what is especially encouraged by reflection in small national teams .This 

will help participants to be more aware of the work done and impact of 

their experience.+Learning agenda filling (youthpass)Breakfast

Morning energiser (Turkey)

DAY 7--18.08.2019 -Social and civic competences

Young people run an energiser.

Dinner + daily diary+learning agenda

Movie making (Group work)

Leadership (leaders) 



10:00 -12:30

12:30-13:00

13:00 - 14:00

14:00-15:30

Coffee break

Mask game

World simulation (Latvia)

ability to communicate appropriately with friends, family, colleagues;

 ability to find a common language with people of different interests;

 ability to resolve conflicts constructively;

 the idea of what is happening in your village, city, country, in Europe, in 

the world;

 ideas and concepts of democracy, civil society, human rights;

 participation in public life.

Our whole life we are playing roles, playing them with other people. 

Someone chooses his own

 role, someone gets it eventually and forced to play it all his life. 

Sometimes we learn to react

 according to the social pattern, which is appropriate for the situation. But 

sometimes we become

 prisoners of those patterns. We usually meet people, who are trying to get 

rid of their role.

 Someone likes the role he is playing. This game is about great variety of 

those roles and games,

 people are playing with each other. About the principles of the every 

person’s behavior.

Lunch



15:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:30

17:30 - 19:00

19:00 - 20:00

20:00 - 22:00

The presentation of the clips will be in the bollywood style, it fits the 

Turkish theme and it will help us to get closer to the knowledge of Eastern 

culture.  As well as make an unusual presentation and awards.Movie presentation 

Human Rights (Spain)

We will start the workshop by doing an energizer related with the topic of 

exclusion. We will ask for 2 volunteers that have to leave the working 

room. Once they are out, we will ask to the participants staying in the 

working area that they have to create a circle, and whatever happens, they 

should remain as a circle. We will explain to the 2 volunteers that they will 

find a circle of people inside of the room, and that whatever happens they 

have to get in the circle. Once the exercise is developed we will ask to 

come back to the shape of plenary group, and we will raise questions such 

as: “What happend here?”, “Could you get into the circle?, yes, no”, “How 

did you feel when you could/couldn’t enter?”, “How did you feel when the 

others could/couldn’t get in?”. This energizer will be the perfect 

introduction for the topic of the workshop, raising the mood of the group for 

discussing about social inclusion / social exclusion. 

 

 Once we have their feedback, we will ask them to make a role play 

Coffee break

Dinner + daily diary+learning agenda

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page)+ In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)

The Czech Republic cultural evening

Participants will present their country, exchange information about national 

habits and traditions, will be able to improve the cultural awareness. 

Participants will organise the intercultural evenings, show nice places in 

their country, cook the national food. We will learn about participants’ 

cultures and countries, meet with each other’s backgrounds, to set up 

stronger relationship. Youth make preparations at home to be ready to 

show their culture and backgrounds, evening is also organised 

independently by youth.



7:00-9:45

10:00 -10:10 Morning energiser (Czech Republic) Young people run an energiser. 

During breakfast-  group feedback.Teams with leaders summarise the 

day. To follow young people wellbeing and group dynamic, to evaluate the 

day and recognise learning moments. Everyone has space to express 

himself what is especially encouraged by reflection in small national teams 

.This will help participants to be more aware of the work done and impact 

of their experience.+Learning agenda filling (youthpass)

DAY 8--19.08.2019 -Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship

Breakfast

Leadership (leaders) discussion of the next day.



10:00 - 11:30 

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 14:00 

  14:00-15:30

Creativity thinking (Latvia)

Coffee break

Work on final product (Melih + Greece)

Lunch

Aim of the game: to make participants open new horizons of the way they think, go out of 

the typical zone of thinking. Game preparation: cut from different parts and colors of paper 

small circles and draw there different images. Beginning of the game: tell the participant not 

to talk during all the game; tell them to close their eyes; stick the circles on every 

participant on the forehead; tell to open the eyes. Game: game leader tells the rule that 

nobody can speak; tells that the game has started and participants have maximum 15 

minutes to finish the game; while everyone is playing the leader watches everybody. Aim of 

the game: to make participants open new horizons of the way they think, go out of the 

typical zone of thinking. Game preparation: cut from different parts and colors of paper 

small circles and draw there different images. Beginning of the game: tell the participant not 

to talk during all the game; tell them to close their eyes; stick the circles on every 

participant on the forehead; tell to open the eyes. Game: game leader tells the rule that 

nobody can speak; tells that the game has started and participants have maximum 15 

minutes to finish the game; while everyone is playing the leader watches everybody.Aim of 

the game: to make participants open new horizons of the way they think, go out of the 

typical zone of thinking. Game preparation: cut from different parts and colors of paper 

small circles and draw there different images. Beginning of the game: tell the participant not 

to talk during all the game; tell them to close their eyes; stick the circles on every 

participant on the forehead; tell to open the eyes.  Game: game leader tells the rule that 

nobody can speak; tells that the game has started and participants have maximum 15 

minutes to finish the game; while everyone is playing the leader watches everybody. Aim of 

the game: to make participants open new horizons of the way they think, go out of the 

typical zone of thinking. Game preparation: cut from different parts and colors of paper 

small circles and draw there different images. Beginning of the game: tell the participant not 

to talk during all the game; tell them to close their eyes; stick the circles on every 

participant on the forehead; tell to open the eyes. Game: game leader tells the rule that 

nobody can speak; tells that the game has started and participants have maximum 15 

minutes to finish the game; while everyone is playing the leader watches everybody. Aim of 

the game: to make participants open new horizons of the way they think, go out of the 

typical zone of thinking. Game preparation: cut from different parts and colors of paper 

small circles and draw there different images. Beginning of the game: tell the participant not 

to talk during all the game; tell them to close their eyes; stick the circles on every 

participant on the forehead; tell to open the eyes. 

We will  be devided into the groups : graphical designers (visual view), 



15:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:30

17:30 - 19:30 

19:00 - 20:00

20:00 -22:00 

We will  be devided into the groups : graphical designers (visual view), 

editrors (concept), writers(points that will be). Leader will help with the 

process. Aim: to make broucher that will help youngsters to become 

universal and what kind of skills in our opinion (youth people) they needs 

to gain. Target group youth people 18+ , students that wants to find a job. 

We will share this broucher after youth exchange realisation in social 

media.Work on final product

Coffee break 

DAY 9--20.08.2019 -Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship

Role game (sensetive workshop)

Dinner + daily diary+learning agenda

 discussion of the next day.

Participants will present their country, exchange information about national 

habits and traditions, will be able to improve the cultural awareness. 

Participants will organise the intercultural evenings, show nice places in 

their country, cook  the national food. We will learn about participants’ 

cultures and countries, meet with each other’s backgrounds, to set up 

stronger relationship. Youth make preparations at home to be ready to 

show their culture and backgrounds, evening is also organised 

independently by youth.

*Role game, where participants are divided into four groups - government, 

corporation, media and green activists. One situation is given (eg. 

ecological problem caused by incorrect production of chemicals) and 

every group has to represent it’s position and to defend its position. The 

aim of the game is to come to the conclusion, that cooperation, not 

confrontation is a key to the solution of common problem.*

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page)+ In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)

Latvian Cultural Evening 

Leadership (leaders) 



7:00-9:45

10:00 -10:10

10:00 -11:30 

11:30 - 12:00

12:00 - 14:00 

  14:00-15:30

15:30-17:00

17:00 - 17:30

17:30 - 19:30 

19:00 - 20:00

Young people run an energiser. 

20:00 - 22:00 

Last preparation ,finish works Work on final product

Latvia will prepare presentation about opprtunities in Europe, about 

Erasmus +Information about new programm European Solidarity Corps . 

New ideas for future common projects.Will be group workshop about 

project writing.Erasmus+ Opportunities (Latvia)

Coffee break

Role game, where participants are divided into four groups - government, 

corporation, media and green activists. One situation is given (eg. 

ecological problem caused by incorrect production of chemicals) and 

every group has to represent it’s position and to defend its position. The 

aim of the game is to come to the conclusion, that cooperation, not 

confrontation is a key to the solution of common problem.

Coffee break 

Time to prepare for farewell party

Contact improvisation is a type of modern dance, when partners maintain 

a point of contact with each other, freely follow impulses that occur in the 

body, move in spirals, slide, using the inertia of bodies, giving rise to 

spontaneous supports and flights.

Farewell pary 1)Issuance of YouthPasscertificates (first page) 2)Evaluation evening

The selected participants for the day write a description of the day, edit 

photos and videos. (Facebook page) + In order not to forget the skills and 

competencies will be created a special learning agenda for each 

participant (YouthPass)Dinner + daily diary

Lunch

Contact improvization (Greece)

Breakfast

Morning energiser (Latvia) 

During breakfast-  group feedback.Teams with leaders summarise the 

day. To follow young people wellbeing and group dynamic, to evaluate the 

day and recognise learning moments. Everyone has space to express 

himself what is especially encouraged by reflection in small national teams 

.This will help participants to be more aware of the work done and impact 

of their experience.+Learning agenda filling (youthpass)



AM

20:00 - 22:00 

DAY 10 -  21.08.2019 Travel day

Farewell pary 1)Issuance of YouthPasscertificates (first page) 2)Evaluation evening

Participants arrival

Getting to know each other






